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UNCLASSIFIED

(U) NAME: Lieutenant General (Retired) Khalid Ahmed KIDWAI, Army. Specialty: Artillery. Alternate Spelling(s): Khaled, Ahmad, Qadwai. Official Name: Lieutenant General KIDWAI.

(U) POSITION: Director General, Strategic Plans Division (SPD), Joint Staff, since 12 April 1999.

Photo Date: Unknown

(C) COPYRIGHT WARNING: Further dissemination of the photograph in this publication is not authorized.

5/14/2008
During a January 2008 address to the foreign press corps, Kidwai said that 10,000 soldiers were deployed nationwide to secure facilities and provide intelligence under a command and control system led by President Musharraf and other senior military and political leaders.

(U) CULTURAL INFLUENCES: No information available.
(U) MILITARY ADDRESS:
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